The transmission method of the control channel is designed for the new radio system. Firstly, the pilot channel is used in the demodulation control channel and the control channel adopt the same precoding. And then, the control channel uses a diversity transmission mode. Secondly, the control channel is dispersed in the frequency domain resources. The dispersed granularity changes with the different aggregation level. The high aggregation level has large scatter size, and the low aggregation level has the smaller scatter size. Thirdly, the pilot distribution is adjusted with the variation of cohesion. The low density of the low polymerization grade is dense, and the pilot density of the high polymerization grade is sparse. The principle and performance of the scheme are analyzed in theory. Also, the simulation results verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the scheme.
INTRODUCTION
The 4G system has used technologies such as OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing), MIMO (multiple input multiple output), and HARQ (hybrid automatic repeat request) to improve the frequency spectrum efficiency of the cell and the system capacity of a certain area through smaller cell technology [1, 2] .
These technologies are mainly used to improve the rate, flexibility and robustness of the traffic channel that are rarely used in the control channel [3] . Therefore, how to realize the reliable transmission of control channel or control message has become a problem to solve urgently.
In the new radio transmission, beam-based transmission will be a basic transmission mode. Usually, the channel information is not always known. When UE (user equipment) is in the initial access process, the UE and BS (base station) do not carry out beam training, and the BS cannot use accurate beam to transmit data [4, 5, 6] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the analysis of control channel transmission method; Section 3 presents the design of different application scenarios; the last section is the conclusion.
ANALYSIS OF CONTROL CHANNEL TRANSMISSION METHOD
Based on SFBC mode control channel transmission, the method requires two or more pilot ports. Saving the pilot overhead by precoding rotation to achieve the optimal precoding, we should break up the precoding in the frequency domain to obtain the frequency diversity gain.
Based on the beamforming way of control channel transmission, when the channel information is available, we can use the beamforming method, get the preferred beam information through CSI feedback or channel reciprocity, and control the message in a frequency domain granularity.
The transmission of the above two control messages is applicable to different scenarios. For the UE, since the demodulation pilot and the control channel use the same precoding matrix, the precoding matrix is transparent to the receiver.
In order to make the demodulation of the control channel transparent, the same precoding is used for the control channel and pilot. The performance of channel estimation is related to the number of pilot points. On the one hand, the higher the number of pilots in the same frequency bandwidth is, the higher the channel estimation accuracy. On the other hand, too much pilot points will cause the same TBsize rate uplift and affect the transmission performance. The results of Fig.1 (a) and (b) show that it is difficult to select a unified bundle size and pilot density to achieve the preferred configuration in each scene. The Fig.1 (a) and (b) show that: a) When the aggregation level is small, the performance of small bundle size is excellent. b) The small aggregation level with smaller pilot density performance. c) When the large aggregation level is adopted, the performance of large bundle size is superior.
Therefore, from a performance point of view, the same parameter cannot be configured for all UEs to achieve optimal performance. 
DESIGN OF DIFFERENT APPLICATION SCENARIOS Low speed mobile UE scene
After connecting UE to BS, the initial beam selection is carried out, the UE's mobile speed is slow (UE mobile speed <30km/h), and the UE is not located at the edge of cell. In this case, the UE and beam can transmit data in a beamforming manner including business data and control data.
Assuming that the number of primitive bits of the control message is 26 and the CRC length is 24, the RE number occupied by the time frequency resource of the control channel is calculated as follows: nRE = nREG*nRE_perREG (1) where nREG is the number of REG corresponding to the bandwidth of the control channel, the nSymb is the number of OFDM symbols for the control channel, and the nRE_perREG is the pilot number of each REG. It is assumed that the aggregation level is 1, that is, a control channel occupies 1 of the number of CCE, and 1 CCE contains 6 REG. The control channel adopts QPSK modulation mode. The pilot occupies 4 RE on each REG, then nRE_perREG is 8, the available RE number of 8*6=48 is 1, the number of bits carried is 96, so the effective code rate of the control channel is 40/96. The UE and the BS carry out the beam training, so the BS uses an accurate beam to control the transmission of the channel. The way of resource mapping in control channel is localized. BSs scheduling the scheduling messages in preferred sub bands to bring the scheduling gain and beam gain to the transmission of control messages.
High speed mobile UE scene
After the UE and the BS are connected, the initial beam selection is carried out, and the UE movement speed is fast (UE moving speed >350km/h). In this case, because of the high moving speed, the precision of CSI is difficult to obtain, and open loop transmission is often used.
When it is difficult to get accurate CSI, the beam rotation guarantee control channel gain and coverage, using the distributed resource allocation in the control channel resources. A high aggregation level should also be used to improve the diversity beam gain. For example, the aggregation level is 4, that is, 4 CCE is used to carry the control message.
With a larger bundle at a high aggregation level, the BS uses the same precoding matrix for 6 frequency domain continuous REG, and the 4 CCE is used to carry the control message. Since a CCE consists of 6 REG, a sufficient number of pilot points can be obtained at a lower frequency density to ensure the accuracy of channel estimation.
If the number of primitive bits of the control message is 40 and the CRC length is 24, the RE number of the time frequency resources of the control channel is as follows: nRE = nREG*nRE_perREG （2）
where nREG is the number of REG corresponding to the bandwidth of the control channel, and nSymb is the number of OFDM symbols of the control channel, and nRE_perREG is the pilot number of each REG. The aggregation level is 1, that is, the number of CCE occupied by a control channel is 4, and the 1 CCE contains 6 REG. The control channel adopts QPSK modulation mode, and the pilot occupies 2 RE on each REG. Therefore, nRE_perREG is 10, the available RE number of 10*6*4=240 is 1, and the number of bits carried is 480, so the effective code rate of the control channel is 64/480.
Control channel configuration process
As shown in Fig.2 , the control channel allocation process is implemented. The channel environment identification unit includes mobile speed and multipath environment measurement, and its measurement process can be carried out at the BS or UE side.
The BS estimates the Doppler frequency offset according to the measurement of the sounding signal, and then realizes the recognition of the relative velocity of the cell. In addition, some UEs have speed measurement function, and UEs can directly report mobile speed to the BS. At this time, no UE sends sounding frequently, but this method has poor timeliness. It is only suitable for some specific scenarios, such as high-speed rail and fixed mobile speed.
The multipath measurement can also be used by the BS to accept the sounding signal of the UE, or the way the UE is reported. 
1）Channel environment recognition
The channel environment identification unit configures sounding for the UE. Its resource is fixed in a frequency domain. The period is 5ms. The UE sends the sounding signal according to the configuration in the corresponding location, and the sounding signal uses ZC sequence. The BS receives the sequence of the UE. First of all, the BS filters out the rest of the data outside the UE. In addition, the data is transferred to the time domain, and the multipath information of the channel is identified by the known sequence and the accepted data.
The channel environment identification unit configures the pilot signal. The same pilot sequence is sent repeatedly on two OFDM symbols. The UE calculates the phase difference by receiving the time domain signals on the adjacent OFDM symbols, and obtains the frequency deviation according to the phase difference, and further obtains the mobile speed according to the frequency deviation.
Specifically, the data of the corresponding position of two adjacent OFDM symbols is recorded as: rx1=a(1)*exp(-j*2π*ΔF*t1) ， and rx2 = b(1)*exp(-j*2π*ΔF*t2).
Phase shift is ΔF=ΔFi/(2π*ΔT), ΔT = t2-t1，and ΔFi = phase(rx2/rx1). where phase represents an operation for the phase of a complex vector, and T1 is the time of the first symbol in the two adjacent OFDM symbols, and T2 is the time corresponding to the second OFDM in the adjacent OFDM symbol. The ΔF represents the sub carrier interval, and ΔFi indicates the phase offset. Rx1 and rx2 are the received data corresponding to the two symbols before and after. ΔT represents the time difference between the adjacent two symbols, and the UE measures its mobile speed and reports it to the BS.
2）Control channel resource configuration The control channel resource configuration includes the selection of aggregation level, pilot density and so on. a) Selection of aggregation level The channel environment identification unit realizes the measurement of the path loss through the sounding signal to determine the preferred aggregation level for the transmission of the control channel. In short, the UE with large road loss can be considered to ensure the coverage of control channel at the edge of the cell. The high aggregation level should be used for transmission, for example, the selection of aggregation level is 4 or 8. The building parameters in the BS are shown in Table 1 .
RSD_t represents the time domain density, that is, every OFDM symbol is inserted into the pilot. RSD_f represents the frequency domain density of the pilot, that is, each subcarrier is inserted into a pilot. AL_x represents the aggregation level, and Bs_x represents the value of bundle size.
The time domain, frequency domain density of the pilot and the aggregation level of the transmission control channel can be determined by the aforementioned measurement values and table 1. For example, when the loss is [L1 L2], the aggregation level of the AL_x transmission. For the control channel transmission with aggregation level 4, according to the above simulation results, a larger bundle size should be considered for REG division. The granularity of bundle size=6 is used for precoding.
b）Selection of pilot density On one hand, pilot density selection ensures the frequency density so that it can meet the selected channel to depict frequency; on the other hand, with the equilibrium process of channel estimation for the pilot sample to meet certain requirements, it is needed to set the lower pilot density to different bundle size, as shown in table 2:
While the frequency selection density is satisfied, the pilot density of the channel interpolation is further determined according to table 2. Generally, the value of RSD_BSx should be greater than or equal to RSD_f, and the corresponding pilot density can be found according to the value of bundle size. The final pilot density is as follows: RSD3 = max（RSD_BS2，RSD_f） （3） 3）Precoding The precoding unit precodes the control message, because the BS and UE do not perform beam training. Therefore, the BS does not know the preferred beam relative to the UE. The BS selects a plurality of codewords in the codebook to apply the control channel of the UE and the corresponding demodulation pilot.
It is assumed that the control channel bandwidth of the UE is BW_ctrl=24REG, the time domain width is 2 OFDM symbols, and the total number of REG is 48. The set of time frequency resources for the UE transmission control channel is 4 CCE, that is 24 REG. A method of resource allocation for the control channel is shown in Fig.3 . In Fig.3, 6 consecutive REG boxes correspond to the same precoding matrix. The 6 REG is a bundle, and the selection of precoding matrix can be selected from codebook. For example, it can be selected from table 3.
Precoding selection method: a) select the corresponding vectors of different codewords to be applied to different bundle sequences; b) randomly select the codewords, and the principle is to traverse all the codewords as much as possible. 
The mapping unit is mapped in a unit of bundle. Take Fig.3 as an example, the coded control sign first placed data on the first OFDM symbol, 1,2,3 REG, and then placed data on the REG of second OFDM symbols, 1,2,3. In this way, the UE has the opportunity to blind detect the control channel with small aggregation level as soon as possible.
In general, AL1 is considered as a low aggregation level in the control channel transmission, and AL8 is considered as a high aggregation level, and AL2 and AL4 are medium aggregation level. Based on this, the aggregation level and the bundle size can be shown as follows: a) AL1，AL2, AL4 corresponds to bundle size2, AL8 corresponds to bundle size3; b) AL1, AL2, AL4 corresponds to bundle size2, AL8 corresponds to bundle size6; c) AL1, AL2, AL4 corresponds to bundle size3, AL8 corresponds to bundle size6; d) AL1, AL2 corresponds to bundle size2, AL4, AL8 corresponds to bundle size3; e) AL1, AL2 corresponds to bundle size3, AL4, AL8 corresponds to bundle size6; f) AL1, AL2 corresponds to bundle size3, AL4, AL8 corresponds to bundle size6.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the control channel transmission mode for the new radio system is proposed, which makes the pilot and the control channel adopt the same precoding, scatter the control channel information in the frequency domain resources, and adjust the pilot distribution along with the change of the aggregation level. Thus, when the channel information is inaccurate, reliable data transmission is carried out.
